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THE VENTING OF G~ AND VAPOUR EXPLOSIONS IN DUCT SYSTEMS

PART III

VENTED EXPLOSIONS IN STRAIGHT UNOBSTRUCTED SQUARE DUCTS

by

D. J. Raabaah and Z. W. Rogowski

Summary

Tests have been oarried out on the effect of a number of f~ctors on the
venting of explosions in a straight unobstructed length of 1 ft duct. It
has been found that the et'f'iciency of a given venting area f'or a given length
of duct may be increased by a factor of about ten by distributing the venting
area over the whole length of the duct. There was little difference.if a
vent of' a given area was placed in the end of the duct or near the end in the
side of the duot. Variation of' the weight of the cover of the vent between
o and 720 g/ft2 of venting area gave rise to a variation in maximum pressure
of about 50 per cent. The particular point in the pressure record where the
maximum pressure occurred varied considerably between the tests. This
suggested that the maximum pressure was controlled by one of the following
factors: (1) the inertia of gas in the duct, (2) the inertia of the cover
of the vent, (3) the increase in combustion rate produced by turbulence at
the vent i belf, (4) the pressure drop across the vent.

January, 1961. Fire Research Station,
Boreham Wood,
Herts.
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THE VENTING OF GAS .AND VAPOUR EXPLOSIONS IN DUCT SYSTBIrIS

PART III

VENTED EXPLOSIONS IN, STRAIGHT UNOBSTRUCTED SQUARE DUCTS

by

D. J. Rasbash,.and.Z. W. Rogowski

INTRODUCTION

Previous work on .the relief' of' f~s and vapour explosions in ducts; using'
an .open vent .in the.·.end.of' .the .duct ( ) indicated that the explosions were' vented
most ef'f'iciently when the vents were situated near the source of' ignition. This
ensured least disturbance to the Unburned gas and as a result low maximum pressures
were obtained. It .was evident that .any practicable venting system should be based
on venting the.,CQIJIbustaan.prodncts ..BQOIl..af'ter ..ignitinn .took .place. However,
bef'orethis .principle .could.be .Applied .in .practice to straight unobstructed ducts
it was necessary to have further information on the ef'f'ect of' certain f'actors on
the progress of', an eXplosion in a duct, in particular ,the effect of' the position
of'the reli,ef' vent with regard to the .source of' ignition and the duct itself', the
ef'f'ect of' multiple relief' vEmtsin a duct and the effect of' closing the vent with
covers of' varying weight. Work on these .problems is described in this note.

EXPRRDlENTAL

Apparatus'

, The experiments were carried .out in 1 f't square ducting constructed from -Ii in.'
steel and designed to withstand.a maximum pressure of' 10 lb/sq.in. Five 6 f't
long flange ,sections were. used .and.any number of' these could be bolted together
to give ducts up ,to 30.f't..in lengthoThree ..of' the .sections had one side open 'and
when these sections were used this. open side was always situated at the top of' the
duct. Removable steel plate covers were used to block parts of' the whole of' these'
open sides leaving vents of' the required area on the top of' the duct. In one
series of' tests, relief' vents in the shape of' slots were used in the top of' the'
ducting. This was achieved by bolting to the open sides steel plate covers from
the centre of' which a slot 5 f't long and 0.8 or 1.6 in. wide had been cut. Plates
containing central square edged square orif'ices of' dif'f'erent areas could also be
bolted at the end of' the duct.

A diagram of' the apparatus used f'or f'illing the duct 'with f'lammable mixtures,
is shown in Figure 1. The air was supplied 'by a f'an with a capacityof' 60 cu.f't/
min., and,was metered through a venturi into a mixing section where propane was
introdUced. through a distributor containing f'ive orif'ices. The gases mixed' in a
pipe 2 f't long and 3 in. diameter and passed through a gate valve into the square
duct. The ·gate valve was so arranged that the f'low of' gas into the square duct
and of propane into the air stream could be stopped 'in one' operation. A def'lec
ting baffle was placed 1t in. downstreamof'··the··point of' entry of' the gas mixture
into the duct. This baf'f'le was a 6 in. diameter plate containing a central hole
1t in. diameter and it served to f'acilitate the complete f'illing of' the duct with
the gas mixture. ' '

Test programme and procedure

ExPeriments were carried out to investigate the effect of' the f'ollowing
f'actors:-



(1) the weight of the vent cover within the ran$e of 0-750 g/ft2 of vent
area,

(2) the position relative to the duct of vents of different size,

(3) ·the position of the ignition source oyer a short distance near the
closed end.of the duct, with a vent remote from the ignition source,

(4) the effect of a single supplementary ve~t of variable size placed at
different positions along the duct,

(5) the distribution of a given vent area along the duot.

Table 1 gives an outline of the various duct arrangements used in the
tests.

Before charging the duct with flammable mirlure, the vent in the end was
partially blocked and each top vent .waB_covered with a loose cover of expanded
polystyrene weighing 250 grams/sq.ft of vent area, except in the tests where
the vent was varied. In the latter tests covers weighing either 250 ~ 325
or 750 g. were used. The duct was purged 7 to 10 times with a 5 per cent
propane - 95 per cent air mixture. The gate valve was then shut to stop the
supply of mixture into the duct and the apparatus left for 1 min. to alloW the
mixture to become stationary. The blockage at the end of the duct was
removed and the gas ignited. If more than one vent was employed, the loose
covers on top of the duct were left in place prior to ignition, ell:oept in the
sepias "hele the eHeet: of the weight oP COvel was hh8stigated. It was
necessary to do this, since otherwise the contents of the duct would become
seriously diluted, even in the few seconds between removal of the covers and
ignition of the gas.

The pressure was measured with capacity gauges stated by the makers to
have a natural frequency of not less than 1000 cycles/sec. The flame speed
was measured with ionization probes which were spaced at intervals of 2 ft
6 in. and 3 ft 6 in. alternately along the duct. The signal from each probe
was fed to the grid of a cold cathode tube and this in turn delivered the sig
nal which was 81perimposed on a sinusoidal timing wave. Both pressure and
flame speeds were recorded by photographing the screen of a double beam cathode
ray tube on a variable speed revolving drum camera.

RESULTS

Effect of vent cover

2Duct arrangement 'a' (Table 1) was used for these tests, the 1 ft vent
being either completely open or covered with a panel weighing 250, 325 or 720 g.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of the weight of the vent cover on the maximum pressure.
All the reoords obtained in these tests were characterised by the presence of
three peaks in the pressure record. The first peak occurred when the flame had
travelled one third or the total duct length, the second when the flame had
travelled along two thirds of the duct and the third peak occurred within .01 sec.
after the flame front had reached the end of the duct. Figures at each point
on the graph indicate at which peak the maximum pressure occurred in a given test.
Fig. 2 shows that with no cover or a very light cover the maximum pressure
occurred at the third peak, whereas with heavier covers it occurred at the second
peak. There was also a smaller maximum pressure when there was a light cover
weighing 250 g. ft-2 than when the vent was completely open. Some experiments
were also car:I'ied out in which one vent was closed with kraft paper weighing
10 g/ft2. The paper was clamped to the edge of the vent but slit2along the
diagonals. ·The mean maximum pressure in four tests was 1.5 Ib/in and was
higher than would be expected from a simple cover of the same weight. Moreover,
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TABLl!: 1,

Duct arrangements used in tests

,- .-_ .. -
Faotors varied Duot Duct End Position ,Number 'of Sketch planLength ofin Experiments Designation ft Vent Ignition [Top Vents of Duct

Weight of 6 in from One
18 None Closed 1.0 ft2 i- WA

Vent Cover a
End Weight of Vent Cover varied

One.. 6 in from
Size of b 18 0.5'or Closed None I'

vents and 1.0 ft 2 End
, , , , --poBition

relative to 6 in from One 2 I- FtJduot 0 18 None Closed Area 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 ft
End "No Closure

Position of One
6fT j Itt

d 24 Varied None c- .
ignition souroe fl,25 ft2 .. a"i

Size and One 2
iOFrlSil'i

position of single 6 in from, CiJ W
.

e 30 One Closed 0.125 to 1.0 ft
supplementary End Position varied &t='r OiK

vent - Light Cover ,
24Ft

j

Two .-

f 18 None Centre Total area 0.5, 1.0,.2.0 fff! ItA j$,t

. Li2ht cover

Distribution Four -.
.

of'a given g 18 None Centre Total area 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 fff! Ii! "., n 11
vent area ,

' .. Light cover " '

h 18
. Slots ~ 2'

~JU~p:r:::=1None Centre Total: area. 1.0 or 2.0 ft.. - Light oover
_. :

~ Vent • Ignition



there was .no consistency in the particular peak pressure at which the maximum
occurred.

Fig. 3 .shows the .flame -llpeed.along the .duct .for ..these .experiments. The
presence of .a ..cover over .the ..'Lent .brought about a slight reduction. in the
flame .speed along the duct. The..sudden.reduation..at the end. is due .to the
fact .that .the .flame.reached.t.he.lllOBt ..r.emote ionisati on...ga.p...£romthe ignition
source af.terit ..had.reached .the...Yent • ....and .the....t'lame .recorded. was ..one :which
was. propagating slowly towards the .closed end of the duct which was 6 in. awar
from the gap. Plate 1 shows two typical records (a) for an open vent and (b)
for a vent with a cover weighing 720 g.

Effect of vent position relative to the. duct

These experiments were carried .out using duct arrangements band c shown
in Table 1. .li'ig•.4. .shows ..the msximWnpressures .for .different vent areas •

.Fora .givenvent .anea .there.was ..little .difl'eren~e_inmsximllm ..preaaurefor both
vent positions. Fig. 5ahows. the ..flame ..speed .along .the .duct .for..both vent,
positions while using different vent areas. There was little difference in
flame speed when the area of the vent was 0.5 ft2, but the difference was sub
stantial when the vent.areawas 1 .ft2•

With the vent at the top of the duct the measurements of flame speed within
3 ft of.the vent were unreliable because of distortion of the flame caused by
the vent.

Effect of position .of...ignition .source

For these tests duct arrangement .d was used and the position of ignition
was varied as ..shown .in .Table 1.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of the position of the source of ignition on the.:
maximum press~ with vent .opening equal to 25 per cent cross-sectional area
of the duct. The maximum .pressure was greatest when ignition .took place 3 ft
from the closed end of the duct. Examination of the pressure records in these
tests showed that the peaks were not very pronounced. With ignitiC'll 6 in. and
3 ft from the closed end the maximum pressure occurred when the flame front was
at the vent. When ignition .was .6ft .6.in. from closed_end the maximum -preasure
occurred when the flame front .had' travelled approximately 8 ft along the duct;
there was a second peak when the flame front arrived at the vent. A typical
pressure reoord is shown in Plate 2.

Fig. 7 shows the flame velocity along the duct for the same series of
experiments. In all tests the flame accelerated during first 6 ft of its
travel and then attained a much steadier velocity between 90,140 ft sec-1•

Effect of single supplementary vent in an open ended duct

These tests were carried out using duct arrangement e and the distance
between the supplementary vent and the ignition source was varied as shown in
Table 1. Fig. 8 shows the maximum pressure plotted against the distance
between the ignition source and supplementary vent for the different supplemen
tary vent areas. These curves show that, for a given vent the maximum pressure
inoreases with an increase of distance between the supplementary vent and the
source of ignition. Examination of the pressure records, some examples of
which are given in Plate 3, showed that with vents 6 ft 3 in. from the source
of ignition there was one peak only and after this oscillations developed.
When the vent was 10ft 6 in. away from the source of ignition the first peak
was followed by a second peak, and this peak with the smaller vents gave the
maximum pressure; after this oscillations in pressure followed.
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· Witb.-..vents abom...t.he i gniti on sm1rce mea s'lrab1 e pres 511r-e.s__w.ere, ..obtained only
with...the.. smaller .mnt.s•...-Ther.e ...wer.e..t.w.o paaka., ..the.1ir.at ..occurring when .the flame
was approximately 2 ft 6 in. from the source of ignition, and the second appearing
soon.atter·the flame reached the second half of the duct. Typical pressure records
are shown in Plate 3•

.Fig. 9-llhaws.the ..efi'.ect.....of'--di.stance .between .the .vent....and the .pointof ignition
on the. maximum flame .speed., ..Thi.s..1lpeed..increased.as the distance between t~e vent
and..the .ignition.:.source...inare.aaed...a.nd decreased with . increase in vent area. In
all tests, .wi ththee.1tCeption .01' .those where the vent was above the source of
ignition,..the...f.1aJne decelarated.after.-reaching .the vent ..and then either maintained
a steady velocity or accelerated. With a vent near the ignition source, there was
a gradual ..incr.ease..in .the..i'lame ..speed throughout .the ...duct .length.

The .~fl'ect .01' .distributing the venting .area over a duct closed at both ends

For .the.se .tests ..duct...arrangements l'.g.h•.were used. Fig. 10 shows the maxi
mum pressureplotted-against .the....number. .of .top .ll'.ents .f.or-B. .given vent .area; figures
for ..one .v.ent.at..the.end..of .the.duct. obtained ..fr.om Fig. 3 .have.been included in the
curves. .F.or_any..giv.en-area.of vent.the..ma.ximum .pressure .decreased as the number
of vents..increased.,When.using-acontinuous vent .in the form of a slot of 1 sq.
ft .and 2 .sq•.ft.toW-area, .the maximum ..pressure was approximately 0.1 lb.in-2 or
less. The .pressurez-eccr-ds ...indicated .that.multiple vents .reliev.ed the pressure
more .speedily..than a ,single .vent of .the .aame. totaLarea-and..invar.ishly .the .pressure
decreased after the flame.arriv.ed-at the fir.at v.ent orifice. .Fig. 11 ..shows the
maximum flame speeds obtained in these tests. The flame speeds were reduced as
the number of vents increased; maximum flame speeds when slot vents were used were
20 ft/sec.

DISCUSSION

The results .ob.tained..above..illustrAte .the.importance of using distributed
vents.in a duct system. The reason for this is that the better the vents were
distributed the nearer was there a vent to the source of ignition and as soon as
the .flamereached .the event.ther.e..:waB...a .dr.op in .pressure .and flame speed. The
use of distributed .v.ents .Ls, .theref'ore, .imporlAnt where .ignition might take place
at any point in the system. The efficiency of the slot vents, compared with vents
placed at intervals along the duct , is .particularly noteworthy, thus in the 1B ft
long duct the slot vents gave a maximum pressure less than 1/10 of the maximum
obtained with a single vent of equal area. With the slot vents a certain amount
of venting area is present near the ignition source wherever the latter may be
sited and for this reason the use cf slot vents is, in principle, the most
efficient way of distributing a given area for venting along the duct.

Compared with the effect of distributing the vents, factors such as the
position of the vent relative to the duct, and within the limits investigated, the
weight of the cover used to close the vents, were of minor importance. These
factors did give rise to certain variations in the maximum pressure reached, but
what is probably of greater interest is the variation in the particular point in
the explosion at which the maximum.pressure occurred. This variation suggests
that anyone of a number of factors might control the maximum pressure and great
care is therefore' required in extrapolating results of the present experiments to
other conditions.

The nature of the pressure records obtained in the tests with covers of
different weight (Plate 1) suggests that one of three factors corresponding to the
three peak pressures may control the maximum pressure.

(1) The first peak shown on the record, occurs during the initial acceleration
of the flame front and may be ascribed to the inertia of the gas inside
the duct.

- 5 -



(2) The factor responaib1.e i'or the second-peak is-llotquite clear;
this .peak occurred with no cover and thus it cannot be entirely
ascribed to the inertia of the cover. However, .since the pressure
.at this .peak.naa -inareaae.d, _when -B .covez- was -iU"esent, .a _possible
explanation in that this peak was due to the combined effect of the

.iner_tia _of _the cover_-Bn.d _the _inertia .01' _the.-Bir ---outside .tbe _duct.

(3) The third .peak occurredwben there was flame outside the duct and
, .can ...be .ascribedto.a .sudden_inereasein the rate of combustion when
the flame reached the vent, combined perhaps with the explosion of

.a .turbulent ..pocket _.of.inflammable _gIls __ expelled from the vent.

Placing a vent at the side of a duct rather than at the end of a duot
brought about an inereasein the turbulence.atthe vent since the unburned gas
was turned .through .a _right. angJ e., _tbia resulted_.in an.dncz-ease in the peak
pressure .due .t o the _third .i'.a.ct.or. __However, .because of the slightly larger
resistance of tbe_.side vent,_..comp.sred _with _the end vent, the acceleration of
the flame towards the vent was reduced and the .peak .preaauree (1)_ and (2) due
to inertia were reduced. . The .reduction inthe.marlmum .pressure__when __ a _light
cover was placed _over the vent _.lJaa_aconaequence _of the _reduction .in _the
velocity of the..flame. ._Tbia .re.sulted_in_a smaller velocity _of .unburned gas
passing thr.ough the vent_and _areduction_.in the turbulence_at the vent. For
the heaviest covers, however, the.inertia of the cover became the factor of
greatest importance; the maximum pressure was greater than with the lightest
cover and occurred at the second.peak pressure.

When single vents are used which are __appreciably smaller than the cross
sectional area of the_duct, .tbe mSyim1llDpressure_inaide. the _duct is controlled
by the resistance of. the vent to the .flow _of Ilnlmrnt_gaaes_passing through it.
This occurred in the explosions .using the .vent.ofO.5 _sq.f.t.area in series b
and c and of 0.25 _sq.f'-t_ar.ea..in...aeries _d. ._..In..tbe ...latter .experiments _the ,
absence of pronounced .peaks..in ..the .preasure _renorda...auggests _that .the velocity
of unburnLgIls_approaching .the ---Y.ent..reached_a..f'Airly .uniform_vAlue..and this is
confirmed by the .flame ..speed .recor.da .for _the-flames ..in ._the..second half of a
duct (Fig. 7). However, when the flames were in the first half of the duct a
fairly well defined peak in speed did occur and the flame speed at the peak
diminished as the distance between the ignition source and the closed end
increased. This was probably due to an lncrease in the ability of the combus
tion products to expand in two directions rather than in only a single direc
tion towards the vents. This reduction in the initial flame speed would
reduce the turbulence in the unburnt gas ahead of the flame approaching the
vent and hence tend to reduce the rate of combustion at this flame and the
maximum pressure. On the other hand the presence of an extra flame front
travelling slowly towards the closed end would tend to increase the total rate
of combustion occurring in the duct and thus to increase· the pressure.
Occurrence of a maximum value in the maximum pressure when the ignition source
was 3 ft from the end ot the duct may be ascribed to the combined effect of
these two processes.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

The information in Figure 8 may be applied to the design of distributed
venting for long straight ducts. If' ignition takes place at some point in
such a duct flame will travel in opposite directions from the ignition source.
It is unlikely that in the first 20 or 30 ft travelled by the flames the rate
of combustion at either of these flame fronts will be greater than the rate of
combustion that occurred in the experimental set up used in the present tests,
provided of course that the gas was not initially highly turbulent or that the
flammable gas mixture does not have a fundamental burning velocity in air sub-
stantially higher than propane. In these circumstances the ignition at the
centre of a long duct open at both ends may be considered as giving rise to
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si miJ ar..e.fie4ta..ta i gni t1 on ..an.hoth. sides-Of...a.J:I¥JlOtbeti oaJ ..hJ ookagB .that .stretches
acrcaa.a .du.ct ..and the ..re.sults ..shOWD ..in .li'.igur.e JLmay .be ..applleddireotly. Thus
if it .Ls ..de.air.ed .to..keep.maxjrnum pressures in a duct .down t.o 1 lb/.sq.in. by the use
of vents .oft...sq.f'.t .placed..At;~er.n.ls a1 ong . .the..duct, ..Figure .a .. shows that a
relief vent...lllllst.be .not...m.or.e ..than .B .fi-fi'.QID...AIl¥--PoinLo£. .ignillion. This implies
that ..:f'or.a~ong ..length..o:f' duc ti ng, ....re1ief'..vents sbouJ Il.JlOt.be:further than 16 ft
apart. Available..iofor.mation.on .explosions ..in .du.cts .of' .di:f'f'erent .diameter indi
cates .thlit ..:flame .speeds .are simi Jar .for..a ..given .ratioof'.ii:ere.l.1s the distance
between.ignition .aource .aruLthe. .relief v.ent.and ...d..is the eter of' the duct.
It would be expected, therefore, that distances between relief vents may be scaled
directly with the diameter of a duct. Further investigation on this point is
desirable.

The_infarmation.in .Figure .10..may.:beapplied to the venting of duct shaped
vessels. The following relationship has been given elsewhere (2) between the
maximum pressure reached in an explosion and the size of a single vent in the end
of a duct.

p = 1.75 K • •••••••••••••• (1 )

Figure 1o indicates that considerably smaller .pressures may be obtained if the
available venting..area .isdistribut.ed..along .the ..whole _1engthof .:the .duct rather
thaI! at one ..endof' .the .du.ct. .Thus.if the venting..area is .calculated on the basis
of equation 1 a considerable ss.:f'ety factor will be employed if the venting area
estimated on this basis were distributed along the walls of the duct.
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Vrznt
-------1

Ignition

2
a . Open vent - area 1 ft.

.._------- Flame movement

soe.s

b. Vent with
2

cover - area 1 tt 2

weight 720g/ft

Blips on the timing wave indicate arrival of flam" at the probe

, PLATE 1. 18 FT DUCT - VENT AT THE TOP - REMOTE FROM IGNITION
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.. • Ignition\
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b. Vent oreo 4 ft

Blips 01 the timing wow. indicate arrival of flame at the probe

PLATE 2. 24 FT LONG DUCT- EFFECT OF VENT POSITION, RELATIVE TO IGNITION
IGNITION 3 FT FROM CLOSED END
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Blips on the timing wave indicate arrival of flame at the probe

PLATE 3. 30 FT DUCT - EFFECT OF DISTANCE
ON MAXIMUM PRESSURE, . . . '

BETWEEN VENT AND IGNITION
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